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UMI2 - Vs INDUH X£L£FH0K£ IMDUSTBIBS, BAIGALORE
i

selection jt4ucedurb op executive BhSittMas»
i

This study reveals that the selection of Assistant Executive 
Engineers for the Indian Telephone Industry, at Bangalore in 
the year 1973•

A. The Applicants!

The applicants ■'"ere graduate engineers in /branches like
i

Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical, Electronics, etc., from 
different parts of India.

B. The methqds used for selection;

As done in other selection programmes, a standardised 
objective test battery was first used as a tool for 
screening the applicants. Then the candidates were 
subjected tq a second stage screening based on assessment 
of personality traits through Group Task.

C. Description of the tests used in selections "

These are five types. These tests were administered on 
about 4715 candidates in five different centres viz., 
Calcutta, Delhi, Bombay, Bangalore and Allahabad simul
taneously. The answer papers were scored and the raw scores

5
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were converted into stanine grades which mainly depend 
upon the performance of the group..The stanine grades of 
different tests 'rere then added to get a composite stanine.
Those candidates who secured 5 or more in the composite 
stanine grade, were called for personality assessment 
through G-roup Task. There were about 475 candidates who 
took Group Task in five different centres as mentioned above.

i

1. Part-1& ;Verbal Reasoning:

This test is to measure the candidate’s reasoning ability 
in terms of .language. This is one of the important aspect 
of general intelligence. 30 items were included in ithis 
pait when .the time limit was 20 minutes.

2. Part-II: ; Writing Ability:

It has two parts, (i) organisation of Ideas and (ii) jSditing
IExercise. Tjhe first one aims at measuring the candidate’s 

ability to identify the relation among a set of statements 
and to classify them as relevant or irrelevant, main or 
supporting etc. Editing Exercise is a test ox correctnessx 
and effectiveness of expression, in English, it measures 
the candidate’s knowledge about acceptable usage in Grammar, 
word choice, sentence construction, punctuation, effective 
sentence etc. The two parts consist of 18 and 30 items 
respectively; and time limits are 15 and 15 minutes respectively.
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5. Part-Ill:; Quantitative Reasoning and. Data Interpretation:

It consists ;of 30 liens on numerical reasoning. There are
i

some items based on data presented in graphical and tabular 
form which the candidates are to understand before they can 
answer the related questions. Tine allowed is 40 minutes.

4. Part»IV: Abstract Reasoning:
This, test intends to measure the candidate’s ability to 
reason in terms of abstract ideas. There are 49 items in 
this test and the time allowed is 30 minutes.

5. Part-V; Surface Development:
This test consists of 30 items which intend to measure how 
accurately the candidate can identify different solid surface 
when projected on two dimensional plane. The time limit 
is 30 minutes.

U. Description of the Group Task;
here things like i) Ability to follow direction

ii) Co-operativeness 
Hi) Ability to plan 
iv) Application and
v) Leadership are assessed by a group 

of trained raters during the candidate’s performance of a 
specific task designed for such purposes. Tach rater giv^s 
his ratin0 independently :.n a five point scale and the average
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of the ratings represent the final assessiaent which is 
converted irjto stanine grade as done In case of aptitude 
tests. The itotal tine required for this exercise is- about 
two hours fqr each group of ten. candidates, Here, also 
those who scored above stanine 4 were called for final 
interview.

3. Administration and Scoring;
First of all the means and standard deviation #f the raw 
scores on different parts were calculated separately for 
different groups according to branches of specialisation 
w&ich are presented in Table-1.

WJablej 1 : Showing tne means and standard deviations of 
raw scores on different parts of tie aptitude 
test for different groups classified according 
to branches of specialisation.

Test ‘part-— O'Jl Part:-II Part-Ill. Part-IV Part-V
Group Mean 3.D. Mean S.D. Lean S.D. Lean S.D. Mean S.D.

Lech. 14.80 3.15 21.31 4.93 18.34 3.05 24.05 5.30 14.77 4.37
Chem. 16.09 2.75 21.89 3.35 19.24 2.74 24.68 5.27 14.71 4.94
glee. 15.23 3.17 21.29 5. 0 18.06 3.14 24.59 4.43 15.29 4.55
Sle ten. 15.56 3.29 21.92 4.53 18.10 3.07 24.73 5.46 15.56 4.43
Rest 14.42 2.87 20.57 4.59 17.53 2.48 23.68 4.99 13.45 4.22
Maximum
Possible
Score 30 48 30 49 30 ^
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as the figures presented in Table 1 show that there were
variations among the means of different groups for different ✓
parts, we wejre interested in testing the hypothesis that

I
there was noi difference among the means of different groups.

]

In order to do this 100 cases were picked up at random from 
each group and the analysis of variance was conducted and 

it was observed that there was no significant difference 
among the groups.

Inorder the find out the relation among the tests the inter
correlations among the tests ..ere calculated, which are 
presented in! $able-2.

Table; 2 ; showing the intercorrelations among different 
parts of the aptitude tests.

Test Part-I Part-Il Part-m part-lv

Part II .44-

part Hi .30 .

Part IV .52 .40 .61

Part V .27 .29 .25 .51

All the coefficients are significant at the 1# level, 
moderately hi0h correlation is observed between Abstract 
and Verbal Rfeasoning, Abstract and Quantitative Reasoning 
Abstract Reasoning and Surface Development.
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The next step of' the analysis was to find out the (i) diffi
culty and (ii) discrimination indices for each item of the 
'aptitude test. The difficulty value indicates how difficulty 
is the item with respect to the group in question and disc
rimination index indicates the power of the item to discri
minate the good from the poor candidates.

The distributions of item difficult;" and discrimination 
indices are presented in Table 3*

■ Table;- 3 : 'ijhowing the frequency distributions
(i) item difficulty and (ii) item discrimina
tion for different parts.

Tange Part-I Part-IIA Part-IIB ^ Part-UI Part-lV .part-?
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As some of the items "/ere a bit defective, their values
. i

were not presented in the above distributions. Prom the
| «

figures presented in fable 3, it is apparent that though
j

the difficulty values of the items v/ere well spread, the 

discrimination indices of some of the items were not up- 

to the mark.

P« Validity'of tile Selection procedure:

In any selection, the validity or the predictive ability 

of the tests used is the most important issue. But in 

order to get a validit;- index one should collect reliable 

criterion measure. The selected 'candidates were appoin-
i

ted as Assistant Executive Engineers in different depart
ments of the Indian Telephone Industry. Their job per

formance record was available after one year. The super

visors under whom the selected candidates worked rated 

them in those 5 different traits on which grotip task ratings 

were available. The average of these ratings was computed 
and then converted into stanine grades. It may be mentioned 
here that as different candidates worked under the super

vision of different individuals, the job performance ratiggs 

might include the effect due to rater*s bias, however, as 

no better criterion was available, this was used to obtain 

the predictive efficiency of the test, grade as well as that 
of Group Task grade.
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Though about ID candidates were appointed by I T I in the 
year 1970, only fer 45 snob eases we ee axe found tbe 
aptitude and grenp task grades mainly due to non-availa
bility ef selection test xele numbers in eases where sere 
than ene candidate with the ease name test the -test.

For finding out tee relation between seeres obtained in tee 
aptitede testa and tee ratings based on job performance 
eelleeted from the supervisors, tee imdlTiduals were claasl- 
fled into tee groups, High (securing grades 7,8 and 9) and 
lew (securing grades 4, 5, and 6) en tee haste ef composite 
aptitude grades. Then tee individuals were farther classi
fied in High (securing gradee 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) and Low 
(securing grades 1, 2, 5, and 4) according to tee ratings 
obtained from the supervisors. Then a tee way table was 
eonstrueted which indicated what percentages of Sigh grenp 
individuals (en tee basis of aptitude gradee) were rated 
High and Lew with respeet to their job performanee rating. 
Similarly tee eorrespemdimg percentages were calculated 
with respeet t c Low group (en tee basis of aptitude grades. 
These values are presented in Tables-4 and 5.
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TABLA s 4 is Showing the percentage agreement between
job performance re,tings and composite 

i grade based on Aptitude.

! \
Job performance 

Rating
Aptitude composite

High Low
High 67 4
Low 27 2

TadiaJ j 5 : Showing percentage agreement between
! job performance and Group Task raftings

Job performance 
rating

Group Task rating 
high Low

High 62 7
Low 24 7

As observed from Table 4 and 5 there was perfect agree
ment betweenj grades based on selection variables and job 
performance in 69 per cent of cases.

This is percentage itself can be considered to be 
encouraging though we feel that the predictive ability of 
the selection tools can be increased further by improving 
the selection tools as v ell as the job performance rating.


